Various discrete functions encountered in Combinatorics are solutions of Partial Difference Equations in the subset of N" given by m, 2 m2 a. -0 2 m, 2 0. Given a partial difference equation, it is described how to pass from the standard "easy" solution of an equation in N" to a solution of the same equation subject to certain "Dirichlet" or "Neumann" boundary conditions in the domain m, 3 rn22. ---2 m,, a0 and related domains. Applications include a rather quick derivation of MacMahon's generating function for plane partitions, a generalization and q-analog of the Ballot problem, and a joint analog of the Ballot problem and Simon Newcomb's problem.
Introduction
There is a very close analogy between Physics and Enumerative Combinatorics. The former is often looking for solutions of partial differential equations in a given region of R" under prescribed boundary conditions, while the latter is seeking sclutions of partiai difference equations in certain subsets of N". While nobody ever dared object the O.K. ness of using PDEs in Physics, the use of partial difference equations in Combinatorics was at best tolerated as a temporary nuisance to be put up with until a "direct combinatorial proof" was found. The use of partial difference equations received the derogatory names: "inductive", "recurrence", and G.H. Hardy even called it "essentially verifications" (quoted by Andrews [ 1, p. 1051) .
Although some of our favorite proofs are "direct combinatorial", they are not any better, as a whole, than recurrence proofs. Indeed, very few proofs beat the elegance of Good's [S] proof of Dyson's conjecture and Moon's [9, p. 131 proof for the number of labelled trees, both of which use recurrence.
Among the few who did not have any scruples using partial difference equations was the great MacMahon. His solution of the Ballot problem and his derivation of generating functions for plane partitions, together with other problems, all employed partial difference equations. It may be that his lengthy and ad-hoc ways of solving these partial difference equations was one of the reasons which gave difference equations their bad name. Surprisingly enough, a small, change in the formulation of the boundary conditions could have saved him a lot of trouble.
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D. Zeilherger in the prcscnt paper wc introduce this change and use the algebra of partial difference operators (known but unexploited by MacMahon), to rederive the solution of the Ballot problem and generating functions for plane partitions, together with various generalizations.
Stanley [ 10, pp. 259, 2691 is baffled by the fact that although MacMahon's generating function for plane partitions nT=, (1 -qk)-k is so simple, its proof is indirect and rather complicated. We believe that our proof gives a more or less "obvious" reason tp:hy this formula is so simple.
Consider the twc dimensional Ballot problems, i.e., findir.g the number of ways, FOn,. HI.+). of walking with positive unit steps, from (0, 0) to (m,, m,), without ever crossing the diagonal {III, = We). MacMahon [7, p_ 1271 has set the partial (0.2) blacMa.hon's stumbling block was the fact that F(m,, VQ) is not defined for Ott I c I+ However, by extending F to (~"rz l -m2 > -l} and requiring F(m 1, nz2) = 0 on its lvorrndary (m, -rtz2 I-= -I) as indeed it should be, (0.1) can be required to hold in II;!, 3 11~~: F( nz ,5 nz*) = F( nz ! -I, rzz,)+ Fhz,, nz-J--I), UZ, -tlz+o (0.1') and then t0.2) implies
fZorrowing terminology from PDE, we replaced the "Neumann" problem @.I), (0.2) by an easier "Dirichlet" problem (0. I'), (0.2'). In the case n = 2, very little is gained by this modification, but the analogous modification for n > 2 makes life SO much easier.
It is not clear how MacMahon solved the Ballot problem for n > 3. In [7, p. l27-13.31 he solves it for ft = 2,3 dnd then goes on to state the general case. It is possihlc that hc simply extrapolated from n = 2,3 to the general case without bothering to prove the resulting formula. Be that as it may, our Theorem 5 closes this gap. t It should be noted that there exis$t several other proofs of this result.)
Next Ict us describe the content. Sectic I 1 introduces the nomenclature of Partial Difference Operators and considers lattice walks. This is illustrated by the ordinarv Lattice walk, Simon Newcomb's problem, and the generating function for the lesser index of a walk. Section 2 gicies a general solution of a Dirichlet problcni In the region nr_-' {mi -m ;+ 1 2 -1) n (m, 2 0) and related regions, for a wide clash of partial difference equations.
Section 3 present 'applications to the Ballot problem, and its generalization and //-analcY& :jnd to the restricted Simon Newcomb problem. If a,(m) # @ for every m, P is said to be hyperbolic and then we can assume that a0 = 1. We shall be concerned with solving certain partial difference equations, Pf = 0, in certain subsets of N".
Define the discrete delta function 6 by (1-c a,x-p)F=S.
Since F is supported in N" the proof is completed Cl
From now on we shall focus attention an equation pf = 0, whtire P has the special form (d=m,+-+m,):
gtcp that since P is symmetric, its canonical fundamental solution is a symmetric function.
enerating functions. To every function f AS" + C corresponds the generat-
ing function f(z) = 1 f(m)?? Let P be an operator with constant coefficients RX, I,. . . , X,').
Since [x-"fl-= z+ we have [P(X,', . . . . X,')fl^-P(t (**..t z,,$ If, in addition, P is hyperbolic, i.e., the constant term is qon-zero, then P'== 6 implies @= 1 and f= l/P@, . . . , z,,).
Examples. (i) Ordinary positive lattice walk
(ii) Let C(m,, . . . , m,) be the set of lvords in the alphabet { 1, . . . , n> with 111, 1 OS. ju, 2's,. . . F ni, n's (there is a one-one correspondence between C( t11 )q.. Remark. We prefer to work with the lesser index rather than the major index.
The theories of these two indices are equivalent. 
from which we get the redundant generating function. Now(m,+* l l + m,,)! commutes with the operator on the r.h.s. of (3.2) and so [l/(m,+n-l) ! (m,+n-2)! where Q is an alternating polynomial of degree n -1 in each of its variables. But G, and therefore H, and therefore Q, vanish on ml = m2 -1, m2 = m? -1 9*=*9 m,.+=m, -1; hence (ml-m2+1), (m2-m3+1),...,(m,_,-m,+ f ), are factors. By symmetry ([ mi + n -i] --[ mj + II -il) = (mi -mj + i -i) are all factors, 1 c i <j G n ; the theorem follows. 0 Remsrlr, The Ballot problem has an equivalent formulation in terms of Standard Young Tableaux and formula (3.1) easily implies the Frame-Robinson-Thrall formula, involving the hook lengths of the Ipartition ml + m2 + l 0 l + m,. We refer the reader to Greene-Ntjenhuis-Wiif ~ [/;l Mrhere (s)he will find a very cute probabilistic proof of the F-R-T formula.
3.2. The political significance of the next theorem is in enumerating the total number of ways of t:ountirlg votes such that at no time did a candidate lag by more than Ok -. 1) votes from the person destined to be immediately below (see Barton and Mallows [2, p. 2431 , where a solution to a more general problem is given in terms of a determinant. Our method also yields their result).
Tkorem 6. Let F&n) be the number of lattice paths (with unit positive steps) from fl to m such that one stays in the region fly:: (mi -mi+l > -I&}. A redundant gznerating function for Fk is
Proof. Apply Theorem 4 and use the remarks made on generating functions in Section I .2.
3.3. Simon Newcomb's problem (MacMahon [7, p. 1871) considers the problem of counting the number of words in l"1 -l l nmn with so and so many ascents (i.e., occur ences of i j with i < j). In terms of walks in N", calling all lines parallel to the III, axis (i = 1, . . . , n) "roads of kind i") Simon Newcomb asks for the number of walks from 0 to m with a specified number of "turns fos the better", (in NY .C., n = 1, roads of kind 1 = "streets", roa.\s of kind 2 = "avenues"). Let us ask the same question for walks in which travel is restricted to where c(m) is the set of paths from 0 to m restricted to n rg,' {mi -mi+ i 3 0).
Theorem 8.
G,W=q
-n(n-l)(n-1)/6 wm,+...+m, Proof of Thesrem 9. We have to check that F,, as given by (4.3) satisfies (4.1) and the boundary conditions (4,2"). First note that each individual Xix;' commutes with both sides of (4.1) thus SO does n (1 -q'-'Xix;'). But l/[(q),, l l l (q),J is a solution of (4.1) (Check!, Hint: Ai( l/(q),,) = qpi/(q)p,) and therefore SO is F,,. NOW 
on(I"-P2=--1) (by Lemma 3).
The olher conditions in (4.2") are checked similarly. FJp,, . . . , p,,_ ,, 0) = L&J,9
* . * 9 p,,-,) by the natural inductive hypothesis. 0
Further applications
The same method applies to give the generating function of plane partitions with SY rows, F&I', . . . , p,,; r), namely Thearem 12. Let FJp,, . . , , pn ) be khe genevatirzg function of n-column arrays a s C Us,, where UI~ SPY (j = 1, . . . , n), S.Z. q,j -q,j+l a-(k -1) and ~i,j -q+l,j 30, (fork= 1,2,3,.,. ) This' means that the columns are regular partitions, while the . rows are (k -1) pseudo partitions. We have F,(P 19 l l l 9 P,)= fl The proof is aimilar to the proof of Theorem 9, this time using the second half of iA9nma 3, 13. 6et G,, be the generuting function enumerating arruys d&cussed in Theorem 12, with WI columns, i, n, G, , = F, , @, , . , , x) G, = F,(x, . . . , z) , then ( 'j = wl -iwn -2' ' * (q), fi (l+q')".
Let

i=l
As a closing remark let us mention that it is possible to obtain generating functio!ls for the above entities for which the number of rows is restricte$ These formulas are similar to (5.1).
